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Hello, my name is Jessica Rice and I reside in Jackson County. I moved from CA to southern OR a couple years ago
since I was under the impression that OR cared about Oregonians and cherished their rights. HB 3063 has me
shaking my head in confusion and disappointment. Before you support this bill please pay attention to what is going
on in CA! CA passed SB 277 approximately 4 years ago to remove religious and personal vaccine exemptions for
school attendance. Fast forward to 2019 and CA Senator Richard Pan is back to further restrict Californian’s rights
by now going after medical exemptions with SB 276! It’s never enough for those in power. Despite the fact that CA
is well within the percentage for herd immunity, Senator Pan and his followers wants to remove further freedoms.
Passing HB 3063 is leading us down the same DETRIMENTAL PATH. We need you to protect Oregonians and
oppose this bill! HB 3063 is just the first step to losing our medical freedom of choice. Please see the writing on the
wall and oppose this confusing, overreaching bill. This bill isn’t about whether you are pro/anti vaccine but about
choice. It is not the role of the government to come between a doctor and his patient. It is not the role of the
government to dictate how & when a child should be vaccinated. Medical decisions MUST be left to the discretion
of the parents/guardians. The fact that an amendment is being proposed that would require parents of homeschooled
children to send in vaccination status reflects the fact that this bill is not about “public safety” but about control. I
am an Oregonian and I DO NOT CONSENT to giving the government control over what goes into my child’s body.
Please OPPOSE HB 3063.                                 -Jessica Rice
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